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BUILDING AN INTELLIGENT
NETWORK OPTIMISED FOR VIDEO
As operators face increasing challenges to their
business models it is the network that remains
their core differentiator, and so it is the network
that must become the platform for the service
innovation that will enable them to respond.

Mobile networks are, increasingly, video distribution
networks. Indeed, one major network architect has said
he has not been tasked to develop a mobile network,
but to design a network fit for video distribution first
and foremost.

Sebastian Schmutzler, International Sales Manager, ipoque, a Rohde & Schwarz company

To build the network as a service platform it must
evolve into a dynamic, intelligent platform that acts
to optimise resources, apply policies and monetise
network investment based on an understanding of
application usage and customer experience.
There is no application that is more important
to the consumer experience than mobile video.
Video usage on mobile devices now outstrips that
on PCs, and it is only going to grow as LTE rollouts
densify and expand. To win in mobile, operators
know they must win in video delivery. Operators
that have the ability to deliver the best consumer
video experiences, optimise their networks for the
efficient distribution of content and monetise video
with new services will be the winners.
This eBook explains why IP Classification is a
critical enabler of the intelligent mobile network
that is optimised for the delivery of video content.
It also describes the wider role that IP Classification
can play in the intelligent network, listing possible
deployment options and the value enhancement

that IP Classification can bring to virtualised
network services and functions.
Ipoque’s PACE IP Classification provides the
best performance and insight in the application
environment, giving operators technical and
operational leadership, but more importantly
the means to embed the intelligence they
need to transform their networks and their
business models.
As sponsors of this eBook, ipoque invites you
to find out more about our IP Classification
expertise at www.ipoque.com/pace

“There is no application that
is more important to the
consumer experience than
mobile video.”

The majority of the data transported
across mobile networks is already video
traffic, and video’s percentage of overall
traffic will only grow. This is being driven
by faster download speeds and larger
data allowances, as well as more capable
devices with larger screens and support for
higher resolutions.
Cisco’s VNI reported that mobile video
traffic exceeded 50 percent of total mobile
data traffic for the first time in 2012, and by
the end of 2014 55 percent of the volume
of mobile data traffic was video.
This growth is not just due to one or
two key sites - YouTube and Facebook but to video extending into all areas of
content. Citrix Byte Mobile’s 2015 Mobile
Analytics report found that the top five
mobile games ranked by data volume
now all contain video, whereas in Q1 2014
only two of the top five mobile games
contained video content, and in Q1 2013
none of the top five did. The percentage
of mobile sports video more than doubled
between 2014 and Q1 2015 - with half of

all mobile sports content now video. Larger
screen sizes are also driving up video
consumption; the iPhone 6Plus accounts
for 2x the data usage of the iPhone 6.
There is also more consumption of longform video, with the snacking behaviour of
YouTube video watching (90% of views less
than five minutes) augmented with longer
views on the likes of Netflix where 21% of
all views last longer than 30 minutes.
The growth of video across the network
has lead operators to deploy a number of
tools that enable them to improve the user
experience and also to mitigate the impact
on their networks. One of those tools is
video optimisation.
Video optimisation is the process of
managing video content to increase the
user experience, allocate available network
resources, and provide monetisation
opportunities. It involves identifying video
traffic and making specific decisions
based on that identification. That might be
routing certain services through content
delivery networks as a way to reduce

network loads, or media caching - in which
frequently accessed applications and
content are stored closer to the subscriber.
Video analytics solutions integrated in the
optimisation systems may also identify traffic
to be sent to platforms that transrate and
transcode content - often reducing the
bit rate to fit network conditions or device
capabilities, and/or transcoding the original
content to a codec that can be supported
by a specific device. “OTT” video that the
operator considers doesn’t require its
network QoS may even be identified and
targetted for WiFi offloading using offload
platforms.
In the case of video offload over WiFi,
some mobile network operators manage
video as an application, creating a policy that
moves (non-premium) video to WiFi. Many
operators with a premium video service will
often make an attempt to keep premium
content on cellular to guarantee service
while using existing subscriber management
and billing systems.
In addition, operators would like this
decision to be dynamic, based on network
load conditions, location of the consumer,
time of day, etc. The policy based control
mechanism is on a per-device basis that is
application aware. The control criteria can
be based on numerous parameters, such
as applications, billing plans, traffic priority,
device types, device locations, network types,
different home or roaming policies, and realtime network traffic conditions.
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THE PROCESS BENEFITS BOTH NETWORK
ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS AND
COMMERCIAL TEAMS IN SEVERAL WAYS:

•A
 llowing operators to optimise video content
to control the delivery and enhance quality of service
(QoS) and quality of experience (QoE).
• Reduce bandwidth consumption by 30-50% on
expensive RAN and backhaul capacity, and thereby
avoid or delay network expansion and capex outlay.
• Offload data traffic in high usage areas, reducing
the need for additional capacity in cellular networks.
• Lower operational expenses by reducing
“wasted” bandwidth while providing the same
perceived quality of experience.
• Ensure a consistently great video experience
by preventing stalls and buffering delays that affect
customer satisfaction and loyalty.
• Create new revenue opportunities through
mobile data service packages designed especially for
high-volume video consumers.
•G
 ain insight on consumer behaviour through
detailed information of video usage.

These potential benefits of video analytics
and optimisation have led to a growing
ecosytem of vendors addressing the video
optimisation market (see figure1). These
include dedicated content optimisation
providers - such as the likes of Avassi,
Citrix Byte Mobile, Flash Networks and
Openwave Mobility, as well as traditional
network equipment vendors like Nokia
Networks and Cisco, and cloud-based
service providers such as Opera (Skyfire).
All of these players require access to
application intelligence delivered either by
embedded or standalone IP Classification
capabilities. IP Classification’s increasing
deployment as a key enabling technology
for optimisation platforms has lead ABI
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Research to predict that the combined IP Classification and web/video optimisation
market will reach $5 billion by 2019. Infonetics forecasts that operator spending on IP
Classification solutions will top $2 billion by 2018.
Figure 1. Video optimisation ecosystem
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THE ROLE OF IP CLASSIFICATION IN VIDEO OPTIMISATION
Video optimisation relies on identifying
the application type, classifying it, and
knowing what to do with it. This application
classification works by matching
application types to a library or database
of application “signatures”, so that
decisions can then be made as to what
to do with that traffic flow.
IP Classification can then be deployed
at a number of points in the network

(see figure 2 – deployment options).
It may be embedded within caching
platforms, video analytics and optimisation
platforms, or alongside policy-enabled
offload solutions. Typically IP Classification
will sit in the core network, enabling what
are often known as Gi services, providing
intelligence to functions such as firewalls,
policy enforcement and network and
packet gateways.

Figure 2. Where IP Classification can be deployed to achieve mobile optimisation
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ENCRYPTION AND OPTIMISATION:
One trend that some perceive has the potential to adversely impact the ability of mobile
operators to build a content-aware network is the increasing use by content and app
providers of encryption. The concern has been that when traffic is encrypted, the network
would not be able to inspect, protect, prioritise, optimise or load balance it effectively.
While encrypted traffic was a relatively low incidence in mobile networks until 2014, with
HTTP 2.0 standardisation progress and the adoption of Google’s SPDY as a possible
underlying protocol, mobile networks have seen encrypted web traffic grow from 2-5%
to 30-35% of the overall traffic. In some countries, it amounts up to 50% of the data traffic.
In fact, although encryption may make the payload “dark” to the operator, it is still
possible to identify the application a subscriber is using, and determine whether or not
video is streaming within that application. Another solution to the encryption “problem”
is to work in partnership with content providers and users to be able to decrypt traffic
where it could be of benefit to the user to do so. The Open Web Alliance was formed
in 2014 to introduce a proposal at IETF to create a new web entity, the “trusted proxy”,
which would explicitly request subscribers’ authorisation to decrypt content in order
to be able to manage it and to increase user experience. Heuristic analysis works by
picking up on other clues, such as the source and destination of the traffic, the packet
size, and the pattern of packets. It’s also worth remembering that not all video content
from sites that operate https pages is itself encrypted.

IP CLASSIFICATION FOR OPTIMISATION AND NFV:
Current IP Classification or Traffic Shaping platforms are either built around a general
purpose packet processing platform or with dedicated ASICs or FPGAs. ASIC/FPGAbased systems can be optimised to perform well on a given problem, and this approach
is common when IP Classification is integrated into a piece of equipment such as a
router or a GGSN or LTE gateway. A different approach uses a general purpose packet
processing platform, using a blade-based server that has been adapted for use as a
packet processing platform by adding load balancing, special packet routing software,
and multi-core processors. Here the developer uses the processor cores to execute
the DPI and packet shaping algorithms.
Many of the network functions that DPI enables are set to be virtualised over the
coming years, as operators look to bring the benefits of NFV - opex cost reduction,
increased resource utilisation and scalability - to their core network functions.
So how will NFV impact upon this IP Classification integration, and by implication
upon the use of IP Classification in video and content optimisation use cases?
Infonetics says that NFV’s move from hardware-based dedicated appliances to
software running via virtual machines on standardised hardware can enable IP
Classification technology to be deployed more cost-effectively throughout the network.
This is something that could significantly change deployment strategies over time

because IP Classification can run more
efficiently in a virtualised environment by
being able to serve multiple application
requests from one central instance. With
one centralised IP Classification function,
each app that needs application layer
awareness can get that from a function
running in the network providing Layer
7 awareness on an IP Classification-as-aService (IPCaaS) basis. Providing IPCaaS to
an array of next generation functions means
that operators can gain the benefits of
elasticity, scaleability and flexibility of service
deployment that NFV offers, whilst availing
those services of real time intelligence.

CONCLUSION
Video optimisation is a necessary function
for operators that wish to design networks
that can deliver an increasing volume
and variety of video in a manner that is
both cost efficient and matches consumer
expectations. Embedding intelligence
in the network, via IP Classification
capabilities, gives operators the ability
to classify and identify content to make
decisions that can enhance monetisation
opportunities and network resource
optimisation. Although the increasing use
of encryption and delivery of encrypted
content may challenge traditional
optimisation techniques, video can still be
optimised using a range of techniques and
by implementing relationships between
content providers and network operators.
The impending implementation of NFV
can change the economics of deploying
embedded IP Classification in the network,
enabling a more intelligent, flexible network
that is designed for, and fit for, video.
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R&S®PACE 2
ipoque, a Rohde & Schwarz company,
supplies leading performance IP classification
software for protocol and application
classification with metadata extraction for:
❙ Content Delivery Optimization
❙ Application-aware gateways
❙ Enterprise Security, e.g. NG Firewalls
or Cloud Security
To find out how R&S®PACE can help you develop the
intelligent network of the future, contact ipoque today!
www.ipoque.com/company/contact

